
Past Continuous Passive Form

Name: Date: __/__/20__

They had caught sight of them as they _____________________ through
the kitchen into the back-room, and had at once seized upon them as good
subjects for a bet.

1.

(carry)

were being carried

He hoped for an instant that the moving cars were not coming on his track;
but almost at once he saw that they ____________________ toward the very
switch he was trying to reach.

2.

(push)
were being pushed

Neither of them knew that they _____________________, and neither of
them knew that, although their conversation was not overheard, two men
could hear angry voices, and were wondering what it could be about.

3.

(watch)

were being watched

Eight hundred to one thousand crowns ______________________ for the
series.
4.

(demand)
were being demanded

Food _____________________ in quantities to stagger the imagination of
one used only to private kitchens.
5.

(prepare)
was being prepared

Marguerite ____________________ from the house by two men.6. (drag)was being dragged

In the brightly-lighted saloons the women ____________________
together.
7.

(range)
were being ranged

His uneasiness was still further increased by his inability to guess where he
__________________ to-for he felt instinctively that they were not travelling
in the direction of home.

8.

(take)
was being taken

I would have come to you before; but was on your business, and believed
you could content yourselves, even in this poor place, knowing that your work
______________________.

9.

(forward)was being forwarded

A shamefaced amazement attended these proceedings in which de Barral
________________________ alone.
10.

(not/expose)was not being exposed

The presumption, because of his known character, is that he was not, and
indeed that he was not aware that they __________________.
11.

(make)were being made
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When dawn came Troy lay in ashes, and the women
____________________ with spear shafts to the ships, and the men were left
unburied, a prey to dogs and all manner of birds.

12.

(drive)
were being driven

He had to kneel at her feet while it ____________________!13. (black)was being blacked

For as yet the old relations _______________________; the man in
him-which the poet was unable to suppress entirely-could not break these off
abruptly.

14.

(continue)

were being continued

A party of soldiers caught fifteen of these while the hogs and ducks
_____________________.
15.

(secure)were being secured

Generally the curtains of these cells were discreetly drawn; now they
____________________ aside.
16.

(pull)were being pulled

Never a scheme for the country's development was hatched but you
would find Senator Warfield closely allied with it, his voice the deciding one
when policies and progress _______________________.

17.

(discuss)were being discussed

While this change _____________________, our pursuers gained upon
us perceptibly.
18.

(effect)
was being effected

For peace ______________________ among the warring political
factions.
19.

(conclude)
was being concluded

Various court carriages were in waiting, and fine saddle-horses
_________________ from the stables.
20.

(lead)were being led
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